Just Because SARS-CoV-2 Does NOT
Exist, Does NOT Mean That a COVID-19
Bioweapon(s) Has Not Been Released

In point of fact, the NWO bioterrorists have launched a series of COVID-19 bioweapons
around the globe, as well as multiple variants of each original bioweapon, each with its
own bioengineered mutational rate which can produce a different mutant version of the
disease process in every individual. Each COVID-19 bioweapon is armed with a
different mix of pathogenic micro-organisms, to include bacterial, parasitical, viral,
fungal and mycoplasmal components. For example, one bioweapon may have primarily
a parasitical component which is why both Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine are so
effective since both have proven to be highly effective anti-parasitical medications over
decades of use.
The State Of The Nation has repeatedly tried to set the record straight on the so-called
Wuhan coronavirus, officially known as SARS-CoV-2.
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First, that no such coronavirus has ever been isolated or proven to exist via Koch’s
postulates; or by any other high-integrity scientific method within the field of
epidemiology or related medical disciplines. Simply put, SARS-CoV-2 was entirely
made up by a complex criminal conspiracy that included the WHO, CDC, NIH, FDA and
Big Pharma, and several other government institutions (both US and foreign) and
transnational corporate entities with vested interests.
Secondly, that there do exist several versions of the COVID-19 bioweapon which was
painstakingly bioengineered to produce different disease processes, each with its own
unique symptom set. Each of these bioweapons was then followed by the strategic
release of different variants, both of which are bio-technologically programmed to
mutate at various rates within different bloodlines. Coronavirus cluster explosions are
especially dictated by the prevailing environmental conditions in various locales which
are further exacerbated by the covert Covid Quaternary Weapon System.
Thirdly, that all of these — the original COVID-19 bioweapons, their variants and the
mutant versions — are highly coordinated within the context of a highly sophisticated
Quaternary Weapon System which permits the stealthy bioterrorists to significantly amp
up the effects of any of these “three generations” of the Covid disease process. For
example, both infection rates and mortality rates can be greatly increased in a major
metro area by intensifying the 5G power grid. Similarly, wherever chemtrail spraying is
intensified or annual flu vaccine programs are aggressively administered, Covid
outbreaks mushroom out of nowhere.
Fourth, that the SARS-CoV-2 meme was fabricated in order to mislead all medical
investigators and scientific researchers. In this way, once the global medical
establishment identified the pandemic’s cause as a coronavirus, the world community of
nations followed suit. All treatment plans were then formulated to address a flu virus
when in fact it is much more complicated. Not only did Indian scientists prove there
were HIV virus-like insertions bioengineered into the COVID-19 bioweapon, Russia
researchers identified a bacterial component. The Italian medical community also
identified early on that the WHO-sanctioned Covid protocols were downright fatal.
Fifth, that the elusive nature of the COVID-19 bioweapon, along with the immediate
dismissal of various protocols and remedies, was manipulated so that an effective
treatment plan would not be developed. This highly premeditated predicament
permitted the reckless roll-out of Covid vaccine bioweapons worldwide. The different
COVID-19 injections contain highly experimental gene-altering nanotechnology which
greatly accelerates the NWO transhumanist agenda. These extremely hazardous jabs
not only kill, they also cause a whole new type of vaccine injuries that are beyond
remediation.
Sixth, that the COVID-19 bioweapons, including the weaponized ‘vaccines’, also
fostered a global environment whereby any individual can be assassinated anywhere
and any targeted population can be genocided anytime, as has occurred up to this very
day without suspicion. The deliberate “Geriatric Genocide” carried out by Governor
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Andrew Cuomo throughout New York State is a case in point. Similarly, the recent
spike in deaths throughout India took place right after Ivermectin was discontinued and
the Covid vaccines were foisted on the citizenry. Brazil has likewise seen deadly
variants released nationwide as a means of compelling the president to make the toxic
injections mandatory. In this manner, the vaccines will be used to keep this pandemic
hoax going on into perpetuity.

Quaternary Weapon System
There is no better example of this quaternary weapon system than the so-called
coronavirus cluster explosions that mushroomed all over Wuhan, Milan, Tehran and
New York City during the first half of 2020. As follows:
QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM Activated
Before Each Coronavirus Cluster Explosion
So, when anyone says that SARS-CoV-2 does not exist, they are absolutely right. Or,
that the 2020/2021 coronavirus pandemic was a complete hoax, they are right
again. However, there is most certainly a COVID-19 bioweapon being launched across
the planet that is both extremely dangerous and deadly depending on your age, blood
type, presenting comorbidities, lifestyle, diet, daily exposures, among other key risk
factors. Each of these risk co-factors was purposefully bioengineered into the COVID19 bioweapons in order to exploit selected vulnerabilities of targeted populations around
the world. (For example, the elderly, the immuno-compromised, those with multiple
comorbidities and certain bloodlines were all targeted by this bioweapon.)
The mix of pathogenic micro-organisms that each COVID-19 bioweapon contains has
been formulated on an experimental basis and is further tweaked with each subsequent
launch. Each successive generation of the Covid variants and mutants reflects the
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ongoing bioengineering process that is being employed to increase their infection and/or
mortality rates. Similarly, the quaternary weapon system is being forever perfected to
boost the lethality and/or transmissibility of the COVID-19 bioweapon. In this way, the
hidden Covid bioterrorists intend to keep this fabricated pandemic going for as long as
they can.

Covid Vaccine Bioweapons
It has always been clear to this Alt Media platform that this global genocide was about
the imposition of a worldwide mandatory vaccine regime from the get-go. In fact, SOTN
posted the following article on the very day that the Wuhan outbreak was breaking news
on January 22nd of 2020. As follows:
WUHAN CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC BIOENGINEERED: Who’s behind it, why now
and why China? | SOTN: Alternative News, Analysis & Commentary
The Covid Super Vaccination Agenda is the central pillar of the New World Order
agenda being implemented by the globalist cabal to establish a One World
Government.
As far as the bio-war campaign to commit global genocide is concerned, there is
nothing more efficacious than the fatal Covid injections being recklessly administered
worldwide, especially in light of the fact that these “Kill Shots” are not even vaccines.
To date, much truth has been revealed about the weaponization of the various Covid
vaccines. Likewise, facts have been written about the true purposes behind these
bioweapons of mass extermination and incapacitation. For example, there is the
following critical exposé, the gravity of which very few folks have yet to grasp.

FUNVAX: Globalist Plot to Mandate COVID-19 Vaccine
Exposes Shocking Satanic Conspiracy
Now, exactly why is this crucial understanding of the COVID-19 vaccine
bioweapons so essential to correctly comprehend? The preceding exposé on the
Covid FUNVAX explains it all. Please read and disseminate to family, friends and other
acquaintances ASAP if not sooner.
There is another very important angle on the Covid Super Vaccination Agenda that
must also be understood. It ought to be clear by now that the various Covid vaccines,
their variants and their mutant forms are not just different versions of genocidal
bioweapons and FunVax nanotechnology. In fact, each type of vaccine is designed to
accomplish a much more nefarious goal as delineated in the following link.
Is this how they are eliminating the unvaccinated
via the various COVID-19 vaccination programs?!
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Let’s face it: the Covid Super Vaccination Agenda has been in the works for
decades. Even the hard evidence proving the extraordinary mortality rates associated
with the Covid injections indicates a highly organized plot that was planned over many
years: See: HARD DATA PROVES BIG PHARMA KNEW COVID VACCINES WOULD
WORSEN AND PROLONG THE PANDEMIC.
What’s also apparent, the deeper the world is plunged into this rapidly evolving COVID1984 matrix, is that this entire ELE* enterprise was conceived out of sheer desperation
and implemented with unparalleled brazenness. Hence, the $64,000 question which
must be asked is: Why don’t the Covid bioterrorists, who reside at the very top of the
global food chain, care about the exposure of their ongoing crime waves washing over
the planet IN BROAD DAYLIGHT?

*ELE = Extinction Level Event
Clearly, the NWO perps have created a final and irreversible “do or die” scenario for
themselves and the rest of humanity. In other words, whichever side loses this final
battle of this last war between the forces of light and the forces of darkness will
perish. And, whoever wins will dictate the future of the human race as never before.
However, regardless of the outcome, the Covid dark cloud does have a silver lining. In
reality, it’s a very shiny and shimmering silver lining if only folks can perceive it.
Hal Turner posted the following news report on his site Friday, July 10 th, 2021,
and the particulars speak to what is a global coup underway, by removing those
in leadership who do not want to play ball, as they say.

Three Countries on Earth Declined the COVID Vax;
All Three of their Presidents are now DEAD
World NewsDesk 10 July 2021
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Sometimes, an ugly truth is staring us in the face, we need only to see it and speak it for
the reality to become clear.
There are only three (3) countries on this planet whose government officials refused to
accept the COVID-19 vaccine from the World Health Organization: Burundi, Tanzania,
and Haiti.
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The officials in those countries who declined the vax were Presidents in each of those
countries.
In Burundi it was President Pierre Nkurunziza
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In Tanzania, it was President John Magufuli

You are unlikely to remember this, but it was President John Magufuli who secretly
ordered a pawpaw, a quail, a goat, and engine oil be all tested for Covid, and they were
later confirmed positive for coronavirus in Tanzania.
President John Magufuli got to know this after he secretly ordered the tests. The results
made him doubt the integrity of the coronavirus testing in his country. And he was
furious. He suspended the head of its national health laboratory in charge of
coronavirus testing.
He also questioned official data on the pandemic. The president called for an
investigation in what he suspected as a “dirty game” in the laboratory, but did not say
where the kits had been imported from. “The equipment or people may be compromised
and sometimes it can be sabotage,” Magufuli said in a speech broadcast live through
state-run Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation (TBC). Magufuli also fired the head of the
government Medical Stores Department, which was in charge of distributing medical
supplies and equipment to government hospitals, but gave no reason.
Schools and universities have been shut but markets, bus stops and shops bustle as
usual, with Magufuli urging citizens to continue working hard and not stop going to
church or mosques.
Magufuli had been in office since 2015 and on June 16, 2020, dissolved parliament
ahead of elections in October, in which he was seeking re-election.
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In Haiti, it was President Jovenel Moïse

He was elected back in 2016; the same year that Hillary Clinton lost her bid for the
White House. And much of her campaign run was bogged down by reports of how she
and her Clinton Foundation ravaged the small country and bled it dry financially after the
devastating earthquake back in 2010.
The Clintons have a shameful reputation in Haiti after the former senate president and
citizens called out the Clintons and their foundation for using the catastrophic
earthquake to make millions for themselves.
All three of those Presidents are now DEAD.
Coincidence? I hardly think so!
What are the odds of these three particular men, all dying in office . . . and the only thing
they have in common is that they refused to accept the vaccine for their countries?
Too many people, their deaths look like murder; although the one in Haiti was straight
up murder, he was assassinated by men with guns.

DEPOPULATION
Many people have speculated that the entire COVID-19 was a staged, intentionally
deadly attack on humanity itself.
There are people on this planet who believe that humanity itself is like a virus against
the planet. They believe humanity is destroying the planet and so, they continue,
humanity must be culled.
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Many of those people are in positions of great power and wealth. It is thought by a
large number of people that the so-called "vaccine" for COVID-19 is the method by
which these people have decided to cull humanity.
So, the theory goes, they hyped a "novel coronavirus" which is shown to have a 99.6%
SURVIVAL RATE, as a reason to get a new, untested, unproven "vaccine." The
trouble is, this vaccine does not use active or even attenuated virus in it, but instead
uses mRNA technology, which has never been used as a "vaccine" anywhere on the
planet, ever before.
Many, many people have already DIED after getting this "vaccine" and hundreds-ofthousands are severely injured, some permanently disabled, after getting it. If this
theory about using a vaccine to cull humanity is true, would the people perpetrating it
even hesitate to murder three Presidents?
And if they're willing to murder Presidents, would they even think twice about murdering
YOU or me? Through fear, the world was shut down and will again be locked down
through the so-called Variants.

A living Tibetan Meditation Master recently wrote:
“At other times and in other civilizations, this path of spiritual transformation was
confined to a relatively select number of people; now, however, a large proportion of the
human race must seek the spiritual path if the world is to be preserved from the internal
and external dangers that threaten it. In this time of violence and disintegration, the
awakening to the Truth through spiritual vision is not an elitist luxury but vital to our
survival.
To follow the path of Wisdom has never been more urgent or more difficult. Our society
is dedicated almost entirely to the celebration of the ego, with all its sad fantasies about
success and power, and it celebrates those very forces of greed and ignorance that are
destroying the planet and the human race as a species.
It has never been more difficult to hear the unflattering voice of the truth, and never
more difficult, once having heard it, to follow it. Because there is nothing in the world
around us that supports our inherent free will, our God given Freedom to choose what is
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right and true for each one of us, and the entire society in which we live seems to
negate every idea of sacredness or eternal meaning.
So at the time of our most acute danger, when our very future is in doubt, we as human
beings find ourselves at our most bewildered, and trapped in a nightmare of fear born
out of our very own creation.”
The only way out of this Covid era, which is permeated with fear and trepidation,
apprehension and anxiety, worry and panic, is to walk through it. Only by facing our
fears, so that we can see them for what they really are, can we conquer them. For each
and every fear is nothing but an illusion. Just as an agitated and unclear mind creates
these illusions, a clear and steady mind can dispel them. Hence, humanity is being
given a truly divine opportunity to throw off the yoke of Covid fear forever. Once that
baseless fear is gone, many others will quickly follow. Never forget, the truth shall set
you free. So find it; read it; view it; contemplate it, meditate on it. By no means ignore
it! As many of our fellow human beings have chosen to do at their own peril. It’s up to
us — the truth seekers — to lead those fearful ones to the truth however we can, so
they can break the yoke of falsehood and illusion forever.

In “Mass Murder part 19”, I shared the findings of what was found in the Vaxx by
Spanish researchers. The story was immediately attacked as fake news without looking
into their work. Refuting of truth is a sure sign that it is in fact true! The “rest of the
story” as the late Paul Harvey would say appears below. When my censor on AOL
blocks me from accessing something, or from saving a document, it is a sure fire sign
that it is important. It is akin to Hal Turner’s report on the three government presidents
– all dead for refusing to take the WHO vaccines.
 Cause of Covid-19 Finally Revealed (NOT a Virus)
 Why Children are Not Susceptible + How to Protect Adults
virus-hoax.com
These two videos are only a brief introduction. Please follow the source links below the
videos for the details and supporting scientific research.
Covid-19 Symptoms Caused by Graphene Oxide Injection for the Purpose of
Depopulation and Mind-Control via Cellular Networks
Source: nexusnewsfeed.com
La Quinta Columna: Graphene Oxide + 5G = COVID-19
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Please learn more at the Orwell City website.
“We are talking about the systematic, massive and gradual poisoning of the entire world
population.”
For Beginners: 10 Facts on the Covid-19 Pandemic HOAX


Safe, effective and proven therapeutics are suppressed so vaccines could be
allowed to be sold under an emergency use authorization, which requires 1) an
emergency and 2) no available cures/therapeutics. No one had to die.



There is NO evidence of an asymptomatic individual ever transmitting Covid-19
to anyone.



There is NO evidence of Covid-19 ever being transmitted from animal to human.



Covid-19 vaccines are NOT “proven safe for 12-18 year olds” and yet,
government supported radio ads have made that claim. If they were proven safe,
FDA would grant an actual approval, not just an Emergency Use Authorization.



Covid-19 vaccines cannot create herd immunity. No existing Covid-19 vaccines
prevent infection or transmission. The only claim is that they may reduce the
severity of symptoms in an individual. Even that claim is not supported by
evidence from their initial efficacy studies. In fact, the control group (w/o the vax)
had about the same health outcomes as the vaccinated subjects. The claim of
95% efficacy was intentional statistical manipulation to mislead the public. Actual
efficacy was less than 1%. Internal documents showed that 132 people would
need to be vaccinated in order to possibly help 1 person.



PCR tests gave the impression of a pandemic via 97% false positives when run
at the CDC recommended 45 cycles of amplification. Even Dr. Fauci said that a
positive PCR test run at 35 or more cycles is just detecting dead nucleotides; not
anything that could make someone sick. The CDC is aware of this and has now
recommended not testing people who have been vaccinated, because many of
those tests will also come back positive. CDC says to only test those with a
clinical presentation of symptoms. In other words, no need to be concerned
about the “asymptomatic.” But remember, testing everyone, including the
“asymptomatic,” is what created the illusion of a “pandemic” in the first place.
Now, not testing the asymptomatic, and running tests at a lower cycle threshold,
will create the illusion that the vaccines are working.



Covid-19 death figures include people who died “with” Covid (a false PCR
positive test result) in addition to the very small number of people who died
“from” Covid.



SARS-CoV2 has NEVER been isolated from any animal or human. It’s only
theoretical. It exists only in computer genome sequencing software. The Wuhan
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lab was paid to develop it, but never succeeded. What they did develop was
nowhere near as deadly as what the NIH/Fauci thought it would be. The
lockdown measures were based on what they had hoped would occur.


Adverse events from the Covid-19 vaccines are intentionally not being reported
by hospitals, and adverse events that are reported to CDC will not be looked at
“until 100 million doses have been administered.” The goal is to suppress any
data that could lead to “vaccine hesitancy.”



Death figures in other countries such as India are a complete fabrication by the
US media. Local reports from India are saying there were NO deaths from Covid19 until the vaccine arrived.

Many are already aware of the work that the team of Spanish researchers that make up
La Quinta Columna have been doing.
They are the ones who have had the courage to get a vial of vaccination and send it for
analysis to a renowned Spanish university through Prof. Dr. Pablo Campra Madrid, who
is compiling and officializing the results in a report that promises to be more conclusive
than the preliminary one he prepared for the general public early last week.
However, there are people who still do not know about La Quinta Columna. If you are
one of those, then the following video is especially for you. Orwell City has transcribed,
translated, subtitled and edited the video to keep its message going around the world.
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Ricardo Delgado, founder and director of La Quinta Columna participated with his
research partner, Dr. José Luis Sevillano, in the XXVIII Humanitarian Conference
organized by the World Coalition for Health and Life (COMUSAV) and the United
Nations Council for Life and Truth (CONUVIVE).
Link: Rumble
“La Quinta Columna wants to make it clear from the beginning that we have the
obligation, we have the obligation to be united because we are in the same battle to
give the best of ourselves, because what is at stake is precisely the future of all species.
Depending on the strength and momentum that we put into this task will depend on the
future of all humanity. We are right now at the turning point from which things can begin
to change, and in this sense La Quinta Columna is going to summarize what has been
the result of its research during this year and a half, but above all and especially during
the last two months. And why during the last two months? I always remember Dr. José
Luis Sevillano’s words since the two of us work as a binomial and he has been
accompanying me in La Quinta Columna. He said that when the vaccination started we
were going to really see what he was doing and what material could be in there.
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Then we realized that there was a new phenomenon that for a while we tried to deny,
although today it’s evident because of the millions of videos on social media, and we
have been able to even measure it with devices: teslameters, magnetometers, etc. I am
referring to the magnetic or pseudo-magnetic phenomenon that people acquire after
inoculation. A magnetic phenomenon on the one hand, but also one that turns
inoculated people into superconductors and also stores energy that can be measured
with a multimeter in certain parts, such as the forehead, for example.
So from there we started to look for what kind of materials or, better said, nanomaterials
can cause those kinds of properties inside the body and we came up with some of the
candidates. One of them initially was graphene. Graphene inside the body acquires
magnetic properties and is a superconductor. It serves for energy storage and
condensation and was a strong candidate. Without yet having any knowledge of what
was inside the vial, we realized that the industry or rather the stock market of the
graphene industry had high uptrend peaks just as the COVID-19 vaccination
campaign was starting at the beginning of the year, late December and early January.
But also, quite curious, during the flu vaccination campaign.
When we have seen the possibilities that graphene has, or rather, that graphene oxide
nanoparticles have inside the body when it comes to neuromodulation and when it
comes to picking up neuronal electrophysiological effects for brain mapping, we have
realized the possibility that graphene is being injected. Can graphene be injected? Yes.
Graphene can be injected. And, in fact, some scientific papers have already raised the
possibility that it could be used as a nano-adjuvant in vaccines. With that hypothesis of
suspicion, we did what anyone could have done and what I also recommend that you
can do if you have access to a vial.
We had access to a sealed vial from Pfizer, and by means of a request for services to a
university, specifically in my name, it was sent for an analysis of the vial, where we were
looking for the material in question: graphene. After some time of investigation by Dr.
Pablo Campra Madrid, Doctor in Chemical Sciences, Bachelor in Biological Sciences
and member of the University of Almeria, we obtained this preliminary report where we
are told that there is indeed solid evidence of graphene oxide in the sample and that it is
also the main component of what they wrongly called a vaccine.
From here and with this solid evidence, which will be further complemented with other
spectroscopy techniques that can be done? Those that have been used are
transmission electron microscopy; EMF techniques, also, optical microscopy; and
ultraviolet radiation spectroscopy, which coincide with the peak wavelength of graphene
oxide. From here we began to study the toxicity or cytotoxicity that graphene oxide has
on the body.
Pay attention to this finding: Graphene oxide inside the body causes
thrombogenicity, thrombi. Graphene oxide inside the body causes blood clotting.
Graphene oxide inside the body causes post inflammatory syndrome or systemic
or multi-organ inflammations. Graphene oxide inside the body when it is above
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the levels of glutathione —which is the body’s natural reserve of antioxidants—,
causes alteration of the immune system, collapse of the immune system and
cytokine storm. Inhaled graphene oxide spreads evenly throughout the alveolar
tract and causes bilateral pneumonias. Inhaled graphene oxide causes
inflammation of the mucous membranes and thus loss of taste and smell,
possible loss of taste and smell: anosmia.
In short, graphene oxide behaves exactly like the supposed SARS-CoV-2 of the
official version, generating the same symptomatology of severe COVID-19. When
installed at the neuronal level, it causes neurodegeneration or, in other words,
neurological COVID-19.
So, from here we started to see what possible compounds, drugs and treatments could
degrade graphene oxide. And look what we found: N-acetylcysteine or glutathione
administered degrade it. Because what glutathione does is counteract free radicals and
oxidants, all the toxins that can enter the body.
And we discovered that there were about 300 clinical studies where certain hospitals
and certain universities were using N-acetylcysteine with incredible results. For
example,100 patients with saturation levels below 50% practically dead —bluntly
speaking—, with bilateral pneumonias, within an hour of intravenous glutathione or Nacetylcysteine administration they made it. They were taken off ventilators and
everything.
We now fully understand why those treatments worked: because they addressed all the
symptoms of the disease supposedly caused by SARS-CoV-2. Given that to date there
is no scientific evidence of an actual sequencing and isolation of SARS-CoV-2, we
suspect with many credible indications that COVID-19 disease is actually the side effect
of the introduction of graphene oxide into the body by different ways.
And I say ‘different ways’ because, although they were withdrawn at the time, masks
containing graphene oxide nanoparticles have been introduced and are still being
marketed. These masks have been introduced and are still being marketed by
companies such as Nanografi, so we have masks with graphene oxide, but also
graphene oxide nanoparticles introduced in PCR tests; graphene oxide is also present
in antigen tests; hydrogels also contain graphene oxide nanoparticles; intranasal
vaccines also, since graphene oxide in aerosols is more potent, as is the supposed
SARS-CoV-2. Intranasal vaccines are also prepared, for example, by Turkey. They are
made by Nanografi for COVID-19 and influenza.
We know that, naturally, graphene oxide is eliminated by the levels of glutathione in the
body, and that is why we suspect that they propose a second, third and even fourth
dose every so often: so that you have your considerable dose of graphene oxide. In
short, we are talking about the simultaneous and gradual mass poisoning of the entire
world population.
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Think, if the preliminary report of a professor of a public university in Almeria —and I
know that the same study is being done in other European and some Latin American
universities—, if it determined that there is graphene oxide in the vials, how is it possible
that graphene oxide is injected if the masks were removed because it caused
pulmonary affections because of this nanoparticle? We are talking about a crime
against humanity with the complicity of governments or at least their participation.
When we study glutathione, we realize that it begins to fall from the age of 30 onwards,
but above all it falls considerably from the age of 65 onwards. In fact, COVID-19 takes a
heavier toll on older people, apart from those who are immunocompromised and have
other pathologies. When we study glutathione, we realize that children have high
glutathione reserves because of their youth, and the COVID-19 disease itself hardly has
an impact on children. Similarly, glutathione is especially low in the obese population
and we realize that it is precisely the obese who are most affected by COVID-19. We
realize that glutathione is related to vitamin D. Low levels of glutathione are low levels of
vitamin D and it is precisely patients with COVID-19 who have low levels of vitamin D.
We realize that athletes have high levels of glutathione endogenously, which are
secreted with intense exercise, and precisely athletes are hardly affected by COVID-19.
Everything that we have subsequently studied only further increases and corroborates
the hypothesis that the supposed SARS-CoV-2 of the official version is precisely the
graphene oxide. And that all the elements of protection, of supposed protection, that we
have been given: masks, PCR tests, swabs, antigen tests and vaccine —the wrongly
called vaccine— are precisely all those elements that will potentially cause the disease
to develop in the future.
And why do I say ‘in the future’? When we studied the electromagnetic phenomenon we
realized that graphene oxide has what is called an ‘electronic absorption band‘. The
electronic excitation, its magnetic resonance is precisely in the third bandwidth
of the 5G technology, the one that is being tendered right now and that, remember,
has been with us throughout the pandemic.
As absolutely everything started we have had three ‘nets’: The first is that 5G terrestrial
antenna that never stopped being placed —because only the antenna operators
worked— and that curiously 8 out of 10 of these antennas are placed near geriatrics
and nursing homes, in their immediate vicinity, which has been precisely the most
affected population. Another inner net: precisely of graphene, according to the
preliminary report of the vial of this university. And an external net, which is the one
used by space satellites to supposedly provide 5G coverage.
Incredibly, we are narrating a science fiction movie, but believe me, today nanoscience,
neuroscience and biotechnology have advanced tremendously. We have only made an
approximation in the realm of science and behind the back of civil society. Can a
person be controlled or neurocontrolled remotely wirelessly? Yes, it can be done
and it is probably being done in a disguised way, and that may explain some of
the anomalous behavioral behavior of the population, especially those who have
been inoculated or who have received doses of graphene oxide by different ways.
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As I say, I know I am drawing a science fiction movie, but at the heights we are at it can
be difficult to really believe in something. In this sense we say that COVID-19 is only the
collateral effect of the introduction of that nanocomposite by different ways, and we
suspect that it was introduced in the 2019 anti-flu campaign.
As I was saying, graphene oxide has an absorption band from which it oxidizes
much more quickly when a small button is turned on to provide 5G coverage or to
perform a technological test. Do you think it is a coincidence that Wuhan —where the
pangolin and bat soup came from as distraction elements— is the first city in the world
with the 5G technology trial at the end of November 2019 and that all previous flu
vaccination probably with graphene oxide started from there? When excited, graphene
oxide multiplies frequencies. With a minimum signal, it oxidizes much faster and
breaks the balance between glutathione levels and the toxicity of the organism,
generating bilateral pneumonia, altering the behavior of the immune system, which
cannot cope as soon as the neutrophils try to phagocytize it as if it were a pathogen, as
if it were SARS-CoV-2.
We shared an article today, if I can screen share I’m going to try to do that, can you let
me know if you’re seeing it on screen? Well, let’s see: ‘Graphene oxide is detected in
the body by specialized cells (neutrophils) of the immune system.’ Just as if it were a
pathogen. The body, the immune system, doesn’t care if there is a biological agent
because this never behaved like a biological agent. There are incubation periods if
biological. It is not possible that in residences in our country in Spain, such as Matacaz
in Barcelona, half of a residence died in 4 hours. If it is a biological agent, it does not
cause bilateral pneumonia, but rather asymmetric pneumonia: they usually enter
through the right lung due to symmetry. But half of a residence that had previously been
vaccinated against influenza could not die.
Source: Graphene Info
We observed that the higher the flu vaccination, the higher the mortality of
COVID-19, and logically we saw a relationship. The other relationship was with
electromagnetic fields. What we did not know is that there was a marking on each of
these people to make them a target population for the electromagnetic focus. A lethal
weapon that now makes people magnetic and logically you will understand that if they
interact with those radiation sources at a specific frequency and quality, they cause in
oxidation, they break the redox balance of the oxidative biomarkers of the organism,
causing the COVID-19 disease.
We know this crystal clear, and we have all the scientific articles that prove it. One of
them is this one:
‘Researchers at Karolinska Institutet, the University of Manchester and Chalmers
University of Technology have shown that the human immune system handles
graphene oxide in a manner similar to pathogens, possibly leading to safer biomedical
applications in the future.’
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What you are seeing here is graphene oxide being attacked by neutrophils which are,
let’s say, cells of the immune system that try to phagocytize it, try to engulf it: to
coagulate it. That’s why graphene oxide generates clots and thrombi.
‘Graphene oxide is currently being studied for use in various drug delivery methods and
other medical and non-medical applications. However, it is of critical importance to
understand how these materials interact with the body. The study shows that
neutrophils, the most common type of white blood cell specialized in combating
infections, —just like a pathogen— release so-called neutrophil extracellular traps
(NETs, the most common type of white blood cells) when encountering GO (graphene
oxide). NETs are made up of a “spider-web” of DNA decorated with proteins that help
neutrophils to destroy microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi. The researchers
found that GO causes specific changes in the lipid composition of the cell membrane of
neutrophils leading to the release of NETs. They could also show that antioxidant
treatment —such as with NAC and glutathione— reversed this process.’
That is why treatments with glutathione have worked, and that is why treatments with Nacetylcysteine, which is a precursor of glutathione. Because they work providing the
army with antioxidant reserves to deal with a toxic substance, a poisoning, that
has been introduced into the body by different ways.
‘In a companion study published in Nanoscale, it was shown that GO is degraded in
NETs, much like bacteria and other pathogens.’
Taken together, these studies show that GO can be trapped and degraded in NETs just
like pathogens. I want to tell you that we have published in our website at least 70
studies that reflect everything we are saying and manifesting here.
On the other hand, I have been asked about the efficacy of chlorine dioxide. That goes
another way. What it does is to oxygenate the cell, it prepares it so that it is not easily
destroyed by this toxicant. What glutathione would do is to provide the army with more
numbers of soldiers in terms of glutathione to deal with toxins. What we have found, as
I say, is that most of the treatments that have been with N-acetylcysteine or
glutathione and even with other antioxidants such as astaxanthin, which is a
powerful antioxidant, have been very favorable treatments for the patients.
And also, curiously and suspiciously, found that these health institutions are literally
governed by evil; it is a psychopathy without previous history: we had never seen the
history of such psychopathy.
By June 17 that the FDA tried to stop the marketing of N-acetylcysteine after it had been
used for 57 years as a normal and ordinary mococcolytic. It was a very suspicious thing
to do, wasn’t it? So this is basically my exposition. Any doubts that you may have about
the studies that we have carried out at La Quinta Columna, well, there is simply
something that is very conclusive, and that is the preliminary report of a renowned
professor of a public university here in Spain. We are very close to providing
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complementary evidence to give more strength to this report in which we are already
told that there is solid and proven evidence that there is graphene oxide in the sample
that we sent.
Simply, for Colonel Tamayo and Judge Giorgianni: regardless of the fact that we
obviously think that SARS-CoV-2 is precisely graphene oxide —and we can prove it—
or at least it behaves exactly and exhaustively the same, how is it possible that
graphene oxide is injected through the vials? How is it possible if the masks were
really withdrawn because they caused pulmonary affections due to toxicity? What
are we talking about, gentlemen?
Here I have tried to make the exposition as synthesized as possible so any doubt that
may be generated by the manifestation that I have given here can be clarified
throughout the time left we have.”
—Ricardo Delgado.
From this “the rest of the story” that was shared in my series “Mass Murder – part 19”,
we can clearly see this is genocidal depopulation agenda plan. It has all the signs of its
being well-planned, precision-based to attack the older population of the planet, and
orchestrated to invoke fear among other racial, ethnic, gender peoples to be receptive
to the idea of taking a “poisoned vaxx” and in the process sign their own death warrant.
Since I first began my writing on the suggested relationship between 5G energy
frequencies and Covid, I was totally convinced that from my reading and research, the
science was screaming to me that this is built around 5G, electroporation, and the
alleged lab-made bioweapon. This was the perfect example of what the Eugenicists
were seeking in were seeking for ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars!’
Blessings,

Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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